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The rectangle enclosure problem is the problem of determining the subset of n iso-oriented 
planar rectangles that enclose a query rectangle Q. In this paper, we use a three layered data 
structure which is a combination of Range and Priority search trees and answers both the static 
and dynamic cases of the problem. Both the cases use O(n logan) space. For the static case, 
the query time is O(log’n log logn + K). The dynamic case is supported in O(log’n + I() 
query time using O(log”n) amortized time per update. K denotes the size of the answer. For 
the d-dimensional space the resuits are analogous. The query time is O(logZd-z n log log n + K) 
for the static case and O(logzdm ’ n + K) for the dynamic case. The space used is O(n logZdmZ n) 
and the amortized time for an update is 0(log2dm’ n). The existing bounds given for a class of 
problems which includes the present one, are O(log2d. + K) query time, O(logZd.) time for 
an insertion and O(logzdm ’ n) time for a deletion. 
1. Introduction 
Given a scene of n iso-oriented (orthogonal) rectangles on the plane, a 
rectangle enclosure problem asks for the subset of them containing a given 
rectangle (Fig. 1). The problem is fundamental in numerous applications such as 
in processing graphical data with the computer, in CAD/CAM applications and 
VLSI design. In a dynamic environment where rectangles are allowed to be 
inserted to or deleted from the scene, we must be able to support efficiently such 
operations too. 
In this paper, using a multi-layered data structure consisting of a combination 
of Range and Priority search trees, we answer a rectangle enclosure query within 
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Fig. 1. A scene of iso-oriented rectangles 
O(log’ II log log II + K) query time for the static case and 0(log3 IZ + K) time for 
the dynamic case, where K denotes the size of the answer. The space used is 
O(n log2 n) for both cases and the time needed for an update (insertion or 
deletion of a rectangle) is 0(log3 n). The time for an update operation is 
amortized. Our multi-layered data structure can be extended in the d-dimensional 
space leading to 
0(1og2d-2 nloglogn+K) 
query time for the static case and O(log2”-’ n + K) for the dynamic case. The 
space used is O(n log2d-2 n) and the amortized time for an update is O(logzd-’ n). 
Overmars [8] has proved the equivalence of the d-dimensional rectangle 
enclosure problem with the d-dimensional rectangle containment problem and 
the 2d-dimensional dominance problem. The bounds given for this class of 
problems are O(log2”n + K) query time (Bentley and Shamos [2], Bentley 111) 
0(log2dn) time for an insertion and 0(log2d-’ n) time for a deletion (using a 
result of Overmars and Van Leeuwen [9]). Table 1 summarizes our results and 
compares them with the best previous work. 
It is worthwhile to mention previous works concerning the batching version of 
the problem (given a set of n rectangles, find all pairs among them such that the 
first rectangle encloses the second one). Lee and Preparata [5] presented a static 
solution for the plane using O(n log2 IZ + K) suboptimal query time and O(n) 
space. They reduce this problem to the 4-dimensional dominance one. Gtiting, 
Nurmi and Ottmann [4] solved the batching version of the direct rectangle 
Table 1 
Our results Previous results 
query 
static o(log*d-* nloglogn+K) 
dynamic o(log*d- ’ n + K) 0(log2d n + K) 
update 
insert 
delete 
amortized update 
O(log2d n) 
o(logZ+ ’ n) 
O(log2d~ ’ n) 
space O(n log*d-* n) O(fl log2d_ ’ n) 
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enclosure problem (enumeration of nonredundant enclosures) in the special case 
we have planar rectangles that ae nested, (i.e. have no side intersections). Their 
solution is an application of the plane sweep method and uses O(n log n) time 
and O(n) space. 
Section 2 reviews the basic ideas of Range and Priority Search trees and in 
Section 3 the algorithm and the complexity results are presented. 
2. Preliminaries 
The basic data structures used by our method are the Range and Priority search 
trees, described by Mehlhorn [7]. 
The Range tree, introduced by Willard [13], was aiming to solve the range 
searching problem, which is the problem of reporting the subset of points that lie 
inside a given axis-parallel rectangle (window). Given n points, the Range tree 
uses O(n logd-’ n) space and answers the Range Searching problem in 
O(logd n + K) time. Furthermore, using a portion of Fractional Cascading 
technique, Vaishnavi [12] reduced the query time to O(logd-’ n + K). A d- 
dimensional Range tree is defined recursively from the corresponding tree for the 
(d - 1)-dimensional case. A l-dimensional Range tree can be considered as a 
leaf-oriented balanced binary search tree. Therefore, the 2-dimensional Range 
tree is a l-dimensional one, arranged according to the first coordinate of each 
point, having the additional properties that each leaf corresponds to a point and 
also a node corresponds to a l-dimensional range tree which organizes the points 
descending from that node according to their second coordinate. This idea can be 
generalized to higher dimensions. For d-dimensional points we have to maintain a 
balanced binary search tree for the first coordinate, for which every node is 
associated with a (d - 1)-dimensional Range tree for the (d - 1)-dimensional 
points assigned to that node. 
The Priority search tree, introduced by McCreight [6], solves the three-sided 
Range Searching problem for a set of points on the plane (report the points lying 
inside a query rectangle bounded by x-axis or y-axis), in O(log II + K) time using 
linear space. 
For the dynamic case (i.e. insertions or deletions of points are allowed), the use 
of a BB[a] tree as a balanced tree structure for the Range tree, leads to O(log” n) 
amortized time for an insertion or a deletion of a point (Mehlhorn [7]). On the 
other hand, the use of a BB tree as an underlying structure for the Priority search 
tree, leads to O(log n) worst case time for an update operation, since every 
insertion or deletion of a point needs O(1) rebalancing operations (Tarjan [ll]). 
3. Rectangle enclosures 
For the sake of simplicity, throughout this section we deal with the planar 
version of the problem. 
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A rectangle can be represented by a five element tuple [X,, X,, Y,, YT, &I, 
where [X,, Y,] is the left bottom corner, [X,, Y,] is the right top corner and Ri is 
the rectangle’s label (1 C i s n). Let also [X,,, XoR, Ye,, Y,,, Q] be the query 
rectangle. Assuming that the subtuple [X,, X,, Y,] represents a 3-dimensional 
point, we can build the first two layers of our structure consisting of a 
3-dimensional range tree for the n pseudo-points {[X,,, XIR, Y,,], . . . , 
[X,,, X,,,, Y,,]}, modified at some point to reflect the combination with the 
second structure used, namely the Priority Search tree. This modification consists 
of building Priority Search trees for the pseudo-points [Y,, Y,] instead of building 
balanced binary search trees for the values YB stored at the nodes of the 
second-layer Range tree which corresponds to pseudo-points [X,, YB]. Further- 
more, the way of organizing these priority search trees is by pushing the greatest 
Y, value to the root. 
3.1. The algorithm 
Let R be the first layer of the structure, and R, the second layer of the structure 
associated with each internal node v of R. Let also P, be the third layer of our 
structure associated with each internal node t of each R,. The algorithm 
performing a query with a rectangle Q is illustrated in Fig. 2 and described as 
follows. 
Step 1: Search for X,, in R. Let v, , v2, . . . , Vi be the nodes that are left sons 
of nodes on the search path but not on the search path themselves. It is easy to 
see that the subtrees R,,, R,,, . . . , R, contain all the rectangles which have their 
left vertical edge at the left of the line x = X,,. 
Step 2: Search for X,, in every subtree R,, (1 <i pi). Let ti,, tj2, . . . , tik be 
the nodes that are right sons of the nodes on the search path for each subtree R,,. 
It is clear that for every subtree R,, the sub-subtrees Pt,,, P,,,, . . . , PI,, contain all 
the rectangles which have their right vertical edge at the right of the line x = X,,. 
So far, we have filtered out all the rectangles that have the following property: 
their projection on the x-axis contains the corresponding Query Rectangle’s 
Fig. 2. A schematic presentation of the algorithm 
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projection. The remaining task is to report all the rectangles among them for 
which their projection on the y-axis contains the corresponding Query 
Rectangle’s projection. 
Step 3: Search for Yo, in every sub-subtree P, derived from Step 2. The answer 
is contained between the search paths to Yo, and to the leftmost leaf of the tree. 
We traverse top-down the subtrees between these two paths and report all pairs 
(corresponding rectangles) until the Ye, > YT condition holds. (Remember that 
greatest Y, values are pushed to the root.) 
Theorem 1. The algorithm presented, reports all the rectangles which contain the 
query rectangle Q, once and only once. 
Proof. The fact that the three steps of the algorithm compute all the rectangles 
which contain the query rectangle follows from the definition of the Range and 
Priority trees (Mehlhorn [7]). Furthermore, each one of the required rectangles is 
reported once and only once, since at Step 1, the subtrees R,,, R,,, . . . , R, 
represent distinct subsets of pseudo-points. The same is true for the sub-subtrees 
Ptj,, P,,,, . . . , P,,, of Step 2. 0 
3.2. Space and time bounds 
The total space used in the planar case is O(n log2 n), since each pseudo-point 
IX,,, XR] is stored in O(log n) nodes of the first layer tree, each pseudo-point 
[X,, Y,] is stored in O(log n;)(ni s n) nodes of the second layer tree and the third 
layer tree uses linear space on the number of points stored at it. 
Considering the time bounds, we examine both the static and the dynamic 
cases. In the static case we have a first bound of O(log3 n + K) query time, since 
in Step 1 we visit O(logn) nodes, for each such node in Step 2 we visit 
O(log ni)(ni s n) nodes and finally in Step 3 we answer the range query using the 
priority tree structure, which takes O(logn! + Ki) time (nl in,), for each one of 
the nodes produced by Step 2. We can reduce this time bound to 
O(log’ n log log n + K) by applying the method used by Fries, Mehlhorn, Naher, 
and Tsakalidis [3] to the third layer of our structure, namely the Priority search 
tree. The basic idea of Fries, Mehlhorn, Naher and Tsakalidis [3] is the extension 
of a priority tree by adding four secondary priority search trees to every search 
path from the root to the nodes at level log log n counted from bottom. This 
structure uses O(n) space and answers a three-sided range query in O(log log n + 
K) time if O(1) time is spent for access the two leaves of the search paths on the 
priority tree. In our multi-layered data structure this is accomplished by 
maintaining bridges among the leaves of the priority trees as in Vaishnavi [12]. 
For the dynamic case the BB[Lu] tree for the first two layers and the BB tree for 
the third layer, give 0(log3 n) amortized time for an insert/delete operation. 
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Thus, dynamization yields an 0(log3 n + K) query time and an 0(log3 n) 
amortized time for each update operation. It is worthwile to note that applying 
the technique of Willard and Lticker [14] we can get worst case time 0(log3 n) 
for an update operation. For the general case of d-dimensional space (d > 2) we 
have analogous results. 
An interesting observation concerning the above bounds is the following: we 
can use the range tree with slack parameter m (Smid [lo]) instead of the standard 
range tree to get time and space bounds as a function of m. This implementation 
is appropriate when the space is a critical parameter and this is true for many 
practical situations. With this modification our data structure uses 
O(n(log n/m)“-“) 
space and answers a query in 
0((2”/m)2d-2(log2d-1 n) + K 
time for the d-dimensional space. Moreover, an update operation can be 
performed in 
0(log2d-’ n/m2d-2 + logU-* n/rnwm4) 
amortized time. 
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